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Abstract. We consider some open questions about log-space computability (deterministic, non- 
deterministic and alternating) and polynomial-time computability (deterministic and nondeter- 
ministic). In particular, the questions DL = NL?, DL = P?, NL = P?, and NL = NP? are considered, 
where DL (NL) denotes the class of sets accepted by log space-bounded deterministic (nondeter- 
ministic) Turing machines and P (NP) denotes the class of sets accepted by polynomial time- 
bounded deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machines. We develop positive relativizations 
for the above questions in two different days. First, DL and NL are relativized such that the 
oracle tape is not subject to the space bound and such that no other restrictions are placed on 
the oracle machines. Pn this case, we prove that C = D iff CT = DT for all tally sets T, where 
(C, D) is a pair of classes from DL, NL, P, NP, and coNP. Next, both NL and AL (alternating 
log space) are relativized with the restriction introduced by Ruzzo, Simon and Tompa (J. Comput. 
System Sci. 28 (1984) 216-230). We call this restriction the RST restriction, and prove that C = D 
iff C&r= D&- for all sets A, where (C, D) is a pair of classes from DL, NL, coNL and AL, 
and Gsr denotes the corresponding relativized class with the RST restriction. 
1. Introduction 
IIn the theory of computational complexity, whether nondeterminism adds Lo the 
power of computation and whether polynomial time is more powerful than log 
space are important open questions. Let DL (NL) denote the class of languages 
accepted by log space-bounded deterministic (resp., nondeterministic) Turing 
machines, and let P (NP) denote the class of languages accepted by polynomial 
time-bounded deterministic (resp., nondeterministic) Turing machines. It is well 
known that DL c NL E FG NP. However, whether each of these inclusions is proper 
is still open, and it is net even known whether DL is a proper subclass of NP. 
In complexity theory, it is quite common to relativize complexity classes and to 
consider containment questions between the corresponding relativized classes. The 
first such result is due to Baker et al, [l]. They showed that there are oracles A and 
B such that PA = NPA and PB # NPB, where P* (NP”) denotes the class correspond- 
ing to P (resp., NP) relativized with an oracle X. Such results indicate the limitations 
of certain types of proof techniques for resolving open questions such as whether 
P F- NP. On the other hand, Ladner and Lynch [ 1 l] showed the existence of OK&S 
A, B and C such that DLA= NPA, NLB $ PB and NL” $$ PC, and Savitch [16] also 
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showed the existence of 2n oracle D such that DLG = P” G NLD = NPD. From such 
results, we see that knowledge about inclusions between unrelativized classes cannot 
simply be relativized to any oracle. In particular, the existence of the orrcles C and 
D seems to be closely related to the fact that the inclusion NLc P is established 
by an indirect simulatior, , but niot a step by step simulation. 
In contrast to the above type of results, Book [3] showed that if polynomial 
space-bounded ora,!, 0 p machines are restricted so that they can orly make poiy- 
nomially many queries (the usual machines can make exponentially many queries), 
then the question of inclusion between NP and PSPACE is equivalent o the question 
of the inclusion among the corresponding classes relativized to all oracles, where 
PSPACE denotes the class of languages accepted by polynomial space-bounded 
Turing machines. We note again that in this result, polynomial space-bounded oracle 
machines have restricted access to the oracle. In contrast, Long and Selman [13] 
consider oracle machines with no restrictions, but do restrict the types of a,iowed 
oracle sets. They showed that P = NP iff PT = NPT for all tally sets T. Thus, by 
either restricting the access of oracle machines or by restricting the type of oracle 
sets, then inclusion relationships amon g unrelativized complexity classes are 
equivalent to the corresponding inclusion relationships among the relativized com- 
plexity classes with respect to all oracles. 
In this paper, we consider inclusion relationships amorzg the classes DL, NL, P 
and NP, and we are interested in developing relativizations such that between any 
two of them, equality holds ifI it also holds in the relativized case. We achieve this 
in two different ways similar to those mentioned above. 
In Section 3, we consider relativizations of DL and NL where the oracle tape is 
not subject to the space bound. -We show that between any two of the ciasses DL, 
NL, P and YP, equality holds iff it holds for the relativized classes relative to a22 
My oracles. That is, we show the following results: 
(1) DL=NLiff DLT= NLT for all tally sets T, 
(2) DL = P iff DLT = PT for all tally sets T, 
(3j DL=NP iff DLT= NP’ for all tally sets T, 
(4) NL= P iff NL’ = P’ for all tally sets T, and 
(5) NE=-: NP iff NL’ = NPr for all tally sets T. 
In Section 4, we consider relativizations of space-bounded complexity classes 
where the oracle tape is not subject to the space bound but space-bounded oracle 
_L rl. _ _ 
fli&Silii~S UUL;Y LLIZ. hesirichri muwd~v:‘rr ’ --L- - .‘x - ; i in ji4j (we call the restriction the RST 
restriction). In this case, we show that between any two of the classes DL, NL and 
AL (alternating log space), equality holds iff it holds for relativized classes relative 
to all oracles, that is, we show the following results: 
(6) DL = NL ifi DLA = NLtsT for all sets A, 
(7) DL= P ifI DL” = AL&- for all sets A, and 
iff NL& = ALiST for all sets A. 
Thus, Section 4 inciudes stronger results, but it also makes stronger assump:lons 
about HOW oracle machines access the nrac!e. 
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Finally, we also include additional results, brought to our attention by the referee;-, 
that are closely related to our main results. In Section 3, we show: 
(9) AL= = P7 for all tally oracles T, and 
(10) NLT c PT for all tally oracles 7: 
Thus, the well-known cq”iislitj AL = P [S] and inclusion NL c P can be relativized 
with all tulfy oracles. We note that both equality and inclusion cannot be reiativized 
with all oracles as mentioned earlier. In contrast o the above, in Section 4, we show: 
(11) AL& E ii& for all oracles A, but 
(12) there is an oracle A such that AL&S PA. 
This last result indicates that it would be very difficult to use the EST restriction to 
obtain positive relativizations for all oracles for questions of the form C = D? with 
C one of DL, NL, or AL and I) one of P or NP. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that renders are familiar with basic concepts from the theory of 
computational complexity. Le : 3 denote an appropriate finite alphabet. For a word 
w in Z”, 1 WI denotes the length of w. The empty word Is denoted by A. For a language 
L, L’ denotes the complement of L. For a class C of languages, coC denotes the 
class of languages whose complements are in C. 
Our models of computation are variations of Turing machines. A 1‘~aring .EKKKIX 
(TM) has an end-marked two-way read-only input tape, a two-way read-write work 
tape, and three distinguished states called initial, accepting and rejecting states. An 
instantaneous description (ID) of a TM M on input x is three-tuple (q, i, utv), where 
q indicates a state of M9 i indicates a position of the input head, the work tape 
contains a word uu, and the work head currently reads the leftmost symbol of U. 
An IT-, is initial (acrqntl’ng and rejwting) iff the stSLr I_ 5.1 -+P nf the ID is in&i.gl Iarpnt;ec IL, _____-_- \-_- “y.“‘& 
and rejecting, respectively). A computation path of M on x is a sequence of IDS 
&,I*,..., 1, such that for each 1 Q i < m, M can move from Ii to Ii+1 in one step. 
An alternating Turing machine [8] (ATM) is a generalization of ordinary TMs, 
described informally as follows. The states of an ATM M are partitioned into two 
distinct sets called universal states and existential states, respectively. We can view 
a computation of .w on input x as a tree whose nodes are labeled with IDS of M 
on x. A computtition *ree of M on x is a tree such that any internal node labeled 
with a universal (existential) ID is followed by all (resp., one) of the SWC~SSOKS of 
that ID, where an ID is universal (existential) if the state of the ID is universal 
(resp., existential). An accepting corn~~tut~o~ tree of on _Y is a computation tree 
such that its root node is labeled with the initial ID and each of its leaves is Babel 
with an accepting ID. M accepts x iff there is an accepting computation tree of 
on x. 
An alternating oracle Turing machine (AOT 
ree distinct states called t 
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the nc state, respectively. The action of an AOTM M is defined relative to an oracle 
language A (any oracle language is considered as a language on (0, 1) for t 
of convenience). Given n input x, Ii4 operates as an ATM a 
symbol on the query ta in each state except the query state. 
if a current contents of the qzr_rv tape is in A, then Ii.4 moves 
moves to the no ati. In either case, the query tape is instantly erased, 
ons of the ‘input ad and the work head and the contents of the work 
tape are unchanged in this move. Our de~~itio~ of an oracle mat e requires that 
all computation paths (for uts and oracles) eventually conve . The definitio:l 
of the acceptance of an A with an oracle is the same as in case of ATMs. 
An AOTM M with an oracle A is abbreviated by 
An AOTM is said to be &rer&n&ic (abbreviated by DOTM) iff its transition 
function is single-valued. An AOTM is said to be nondetemhistic (abbreviated by 
NcBTA4) iff all of its states are existential. 
Let f be a function on the positive integers. An is f(n) space-bounded it? 
for each input x and each oracle A, MA uses at ost f(lxI) work tape cells. We 
note that the query tape is noi subject to the space bound. bf is f(ri) time-bounded 
if? for each input x and each oracle A, MA makes at most f(jxl) moves in each 
computation path. 
Our abbreviations of complexity classes in this paper are as follows: 
In the above, the first part indicates th e type of machines used. For example, 
“D” indicates “deterministic” OTMs, “N” indicates “nondeterministic” OTMs, and 
so on. The second part indicates which resource is bounded, the oracle used and 
the bounding function for the resource. For example, SPACEA indicates that 
the machines are S(n) space-bounded and A is used as an oracle. 
In particular, we are interested in the following classes. 
DLA = u DSPACEA(c log,n), 
c>D 
NLA = u NSPACEA(c log,n), 
C>O 
ALA = u ASPACEA(c log,n), 
r>Q 
NPA = IJ NTIMEA(n’), and 
CbO 
coNPA = U coNT’I “(a’). 
c>o 
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An ordinary unrelativized complexity class is defked by setting the oracle to 
the empty set. For all unreiativized classes, we omit the krdication of the oracle 
used. 
The following theorem is due to 181, and is used f’or proving some results in the 
later sections. 
2.1 (Chandra et al. [8]). AL= P. 
A transducer is a DT with a one-way write-only output tape. A transducer T 
computes a partial function f on E*, described informally as follows. Given an 
input X, T operates as an ordinary DTM and may write some symbol on the output 
tape in each step. If T enters and halts in the accepting state, then f(x) is defined 
and its value is the contents of the output tape; otherwise, f(x) is undefined. 
An oracle transducer is a transducer with a one-way write-only query tape. The 
definition of the function computed by an oracle transducer is the same as in the 
case of a transducer except that it can consult an oracle set. 
Let 2 and r be any alphabets. Let A be a language on 2 and B a language on 
K A is fog-space many-one reducible to B (abbreviated by A szg B) iff there is a 
function f : E * + r* such that it can be computed by a log space-bounded transducer 
and for each x in S*, x is in A iff f(x) is in B. A is log-space Turing reducible to 
B (abbreviated by A sFg B) iff there is a log space-bounded DOTM which accepts 
A relative to II A is log-space many-one reducible to B relutitre to an oracle C 
(abbreviated by A s?fnO”.c B) iff there is a function f: 2” + r* such that $ can be 
computed by a log space-bounded oracle transducer with oracle C and for each x 
in E*, x is in A iff J(x) is in B. We note that rhe query tape of any space-bounded 
oracle transducer is not subject to the space bound. 
dativizations wit 
In this section, we consider relativized classes with respect to tally oracles. 
Before showing the main theorem, we begin with some important definitions and 
lemmas. 
nition 3.1. A tally set is a language on t single letter alphabet (I>. For each 
tally set T and each polyn d;ilid p, We define function enum,T: (0, I}* + 
such that for each x in (0, I}*, enurn; = x# bin(i,) # bin( iZ) # - - - 
where i,<i,< ... <i,,, {il,iz ,..., i,,,m)=(k[IIk is in Tand k 
denotes the binary notation of a positive: integer i. 
set tableM = {x# bin(i,)# bin(i,)# . . x using oracle set 
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Lemma 3.2. For all tally sets T and all polynomials p; enurn; cun be cnmputsd by a 
log space-bounded oracle transducer with oracle T. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the following algorithm describes a log space-bounded 
oracle transducer which computes enurn; by using T as an oracle. 
begin 
input x; 
write x on the output tape; 
if h is in T then write # bin(Q) on the output tape; 
for i+ 1 to p(lxl) 
do if 1’ is in T then write # bin(i) on the output tape; 
end. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. For each type of OTMs, the following statements hold : 
(1) if M is P log space-bounded NOTM then table, is in NL: 
(2) if M is a polynomial time-bounded DOTM then table, is in P; 
(3) if M is a polynomial time-bounded NOTM then table, is in NP; 
(4) ,$‘M is a log space-bounded AOTM then table, is in AL. 
roof. We only prove (1). The proofs of (2), (3) and (4) are quite similar. Let A4 
be a log space-bounded NOTM. We then construct a log space-bounded NTM as 
follows. When an input x # bin( ii) # - - . # bin( i,,,) is given, a required NTM simu- 
lates M step by step without actions for the oracle tape. Instead of ignoring the 
actions, a counter 4 records, in binary, the current number of Is on M’s query tape. 
When M enters the query state, the counter q is compared with the counters in the 
input to determine the answer to the query. If M writes a symbol other than 1 on 
+h0 ~*IPV C.&Y Yiu”&J I tape, CI is ignored at the next query since the answer to the query is already 
known to be no (since the simulated oracle set is a tally set) and is recorded as 
“no” in the variable ans. The NTM is described as follows. 
begi 
input x# bin(i,)# - - - Q bin(i,); 
I c-the initial ID on A4 on x; 
q + 0; {this is used for storing a query made by M} 
ans c “ ?“; 
while 1 is not a halting ID 
do if I is a query ID 
t 
ij forsome lS’j<m 
yes” else ans + “no”; 
“yes”: update I to the corresponding yes I( 
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-n*T’: update I to the corresponding no ID; 
end-of-case; 
4 c 0; ans c- “?” 
else simulate in one step from 1, and update the 
contents of I according to this simulation; 
if M writes some symbod d on its query tape in 
this step 
en q + q + 1 eke ans + “no” 
if I is an accepting ID then ACCEPT else REJECT 
end. 
The above NTM is log space-bounded since it simulates M step by step, and M 
is a log space-bounded. Since the NTM simulates f& on input x using the set 
(VI ,‘.., 1’*~1} as an oracle, it holds that it accepts x # bin( i,) # - - - # bin( i,) if and 
only if Ik1 accepts x using oracle set { 1’1, . . . , 1it*2}. Thus, the above NTM accepts 
table, from the definition. Hence, table, is in NL. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. For all languages A, B and C such that A s ig-c B, the following statements 
hold : 
(1) A is in DLC if B is in Di; 
(2) A is in NLC ifB is in Nk; 
(3) A is in PC if B is in P; 
(4) A is in NPC ifB is in NP; 
(5) A is in ALC ifB is in AL. 
roof. (1) Let Mb be a log space-bounded DTM that accepts B. Let T be a log 
space-bounded oracle transducer that computes a reduction f from A to B by using 
C as an oracle. We then construct a log space-bounded DOTM M with oracle C 
as fellows. 
begin 
input x; 
i t the initial ID of Mb ; 
while I is not a hahing ID 
de let i, written in binary, be the input head position of Mh in I; 
compute the ith symbol d of.f(x) by simulating TC on input x 
simulate Mb in one step from I by letting the input head of 
symbol d; 
update the contents of I according to the ;:bove simulation of 
an accepting ID of ik&, a 
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The above machine is a log space-bounded DOTM since it simulates both M,, 
and T step by step, and these are log space-bounded and deterministic. It is easy 
to see that the DOTM with oracle C accepts an input x iff al,, accepts f(x). Since 
f is a reduction from A to R, the DOTM with oracle C accepts an input x iff M,, 
accepts f(x) (i.e., f(x) is in B) iff x is in A. Thus, A is in DLc. 
The proofs of (2), (31, (J.) and (5) are quite similar to the above proof, and hence, 
are left to the reader. Cl 
Before showing the rnz in theorem in this section, we state some known results 
about the inclusion relationqhips among the classes NL, P, and AL. It is well known 
that NL is included in P and P= AL (see [8]). However these relationships cannot 
be relativized for all oracle3 since Ladner and Lynch [l l] and Savitch [ 161 have 
shown the existence of oracles A, B and C such that NLn = PA, NL’ 5 PB and 
PC s NLC. Since NLD~ ALD for all oracles 0, the existence of the oracle C 
mentioned above shows that the equality P- AL cannot also be relativized for all 
oracles. In contrast, these relationships mentioned above can be relativized for all 
l~11y oracles. The next theorem was brought to our attention by the referee, and it 
is closely related to the main results of this section. 
Theorem 3.5. (1) For all tally sets T, AL’ = PT. 
(2) For all tally sets T, NLT c P? 
Proof. ii) Let L be in ALT and M a log space-bounded AOTM which accepts L 
.>. .i 
IGI~L;Y; :;t 11 Shx a91 computation paths of M eventually converge for all inputs 
and oracles, there exists a polynomial p such that on each input x, the maximum 
length of words queried by A4 is hounded above by p(Ixl), and &f’ accepts OX iff 
?~4 accepts x using oracle {I” i i” is rn T and n ~p(lxl)}. It is obvious that on each 
input x, M accepts x using cracle { 1” i i” is in T and r’ sp(\xj)j iff enum,*(x) is in 
tableM, from the definititi!;;; sf enurn; and table,,,. Thus, from Lemma 3.2, 
L skgvT table,,, where enurn: has a role of a reduction from L to table,. Since 
table, is in AL from Lemma 3.3(4) and AL = P from Theorem 2.5, E is in PT from 
Lemma 3.4(3). Thus, ALT is included in P”. The proof of the inverse inclusion is 
quite similar to the above. The proof of (2) is also quite similar to (1). Cl 
It is unknown whether there is a tally set T such that NL’ is not equivalent to 
PT. Our main theorem below indicates that this question is equivalent o the original 
auestion in the unrelativized case (i.e,, NC # P?). 
Now we show the main theorem in this section. 
Theorem 3.6. (I ) DL = NL if DLT - NLTfor all tally sets T. 
(2) DL= P @ DL’ - PTfor all tally sets T. 
(3) Eii,= NP @- _ELT = NP” f-fir nii tniiv sp_r T_ J-’ --- --‘=r _ .,.,.a. 
(4) Ni = P rfl NL’ = PTfor nil tniiy sets T: 
“for all tally sets 
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roof. The proofs are similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5. i-fence we outiine the 
proof of (1) and the proofs of the others are left to the reader. 
It is obvious that the right-hand side implies the left-hand side since the empty 
set is a tally set. To prove the left-hand side implies the right-hand side, we assume 
DL = NL. Let It4 be a log space-bounded NQTM and L a language which is accepted 
by M with a tally set T as an oracle As in Theorem 3.5, it is easy to see that 
L sFT table, by enurn: as a reduction, where p is a polynomial that gives an 
upper bound for the length of words queried by M. Since table, is in NL from 
Lemma 3.3(l), table, is in DL from the assumption. Hence L is in DL7 from 
Lemma 3.4( 1). Thus, NLr c DL? Since DL’ E NLT for all tally sets T, the left-hand 
side implies the right-hand side. Cl 
We close this section with some related remarks. We can easily prove some of 
the resu]ts appe--:-<-~ :, F1?1 ..-:.. - cl . . a* UiEj 11 @_ iJ J tKilll& rd :zliimas Gf ihis section. Nameiy, -we can shi.5 
that P=NPiff Pr= NPr for all tally sets T, and that NP= coNP iff NPr = coNPr 
for all tally sets T. We note that tally sets are sets with small Kolmogorov complexity. 
Using the notion of generalized Kolmogorov complexity introduced in [9], we can 
restate Theorem 3.6(l) as follows: DL= NL iff DLA = NLA for all sets A G 
KS[log, log] (refer to [9] for the definition of KS[log, log]). However, by a standard 
diagonal argument, it is easy to show the existence of an oracle A such that 
A E KS[O(log’n), log] and DLA s NLA. Thus, it would be very difficult to extend 
Theorem 3.6( 1) to oracle sets of slightly larger Kolmogorov complexity. Finally, we 
ahso note that tally sets are sets WA sma:; density. However, since the oracle sets 
constructed in [l I] are polynomially sparse, ft ;vatild also be very difficult to extend 
Theorem 3.6 to polynomially sparse sets. 
In this section, we consider space-bounded QTMs with a restriction introduced 
in [14], and show some positive relativization results with respect o this type of 
restricte : OTM. 
Definition 4.1 (Wuzzo et al. [14]). An AQTM is said to !_~e &terminist~caZly queried 
(DQ-AOTM) iff F or each oracle A and each input x7 M operates deterministically 
from the time that ii beg fns to y/rite a string on its query tape until the time &rat it 
enters the query state. We abbreviate the nondeterministic DQ-AOTMs by DQ- 
NQTMs. To simplify our arguments, we assume that DQ-AQT s have a designated 
state called the begin-query state. In the begin-query state, any DQ-A 
to write a string on its query tape. We also assume that any DQ-AQTM in the 
begin-query state eventually enters the query state. It is easy to see that we can 
assume so without loss of genera&y. An ID whose state is the begi 
called, a begin-query ID. Lei KLts., (.4.k&,) denote ikc: das<Fi8 mng 
s (resp., 
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Definitioun 4.2. Let A by ip language over (0, 1) and M a log space-bounded DQ- 
AOTM. Then, we define the function begin5 : (0, l}* + (0, 1, #I* such t!?at for each 
x in {Cl, l}*, begin’;(x) = .X # I1 # I2 # - - - # I,,, where (I,, Iz9 _. . , I,,} is rhe set of 
all begin-query IDS of A4 that lead to query words belonging to A in the co 
OF_ input x, and for each 1 c~j < M, Ij is greater than J+, under a canonical ordering 
decidable in log space. WC also define a set queryIDtableM as {x # I, # - - - # I,,, 1 M 
accepts x using oracle set {yl , . . . , yr} where each 4 is a begin-query II2 If &Z and 
each yi (1 d is r) is a word eventually queried from an 4 (1 <jS m)). 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a language and Jt M be a log space-bounded DQ-OTM either 
deterministic, nandeterrninimel, or alternating. Then, the function begini can be 
computed by a log space-bounded oracle transducer with oracle A. 
roof. Let x be an input for MA, and let I,, 12, . . . , Ik be an enumeration of all 
begin-query IDS of M on input x such that each 4 can be produced in deterministic 
log-space from x ar.d j. Obviously, such an enumeration exists. We construct a log 
space-bounded oracle transducer with oracle A as follows. 
begin 
input x; 
write x on the output tape; 
forjcl to k 
. 
do produce the begin-query ID 4 of M; 
simulate M step by step from Zj until the time M enters its query state, and 
simultaneously write the string queried in this computation on the query tape; 
query the oracle A; 
if the oracle A answers “yes” 
en write # Ij on the output tape 
else write nothing 
o&l 
It is easy to verifji that th c &GE;;;c ~a& tidfgsducer is log space-bounded and 
precisely computes begin&(x). Cl 
. (1) queryIDtableM is in NL if M is a log space-bounded DQ-NOTM. 
(2) queryIDtable,,, is in AL if M is a log space-bounded DQ-AOTM. 
as follows. 
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begin 
input x#I,# * * * #I,,; 
I +- the initial ID of M on x; 
ile 1 is not a halting ID 
do if I is a begin-query ID of M 
then simulate M from 1, not actually writing on the oracle tape, until M 
reaches a query ID J; 
ifI=hforsome lISj=Gm 
then I + the yes ID corresponding to J 
else I +- the no ID corresponding to J 
else simulate M in one step from I and update the 
contents of I according to this simulation 
od; 
if I is an accepting ID of M then ACCEPT else REJECT 
en& 
The above NTM is log space-boundeA U since it simulates M step by step. Further- 
more, it accepts an input x # II # * - * # I, 3tT; A4 accepts x relative to the oracle set 
{y 1 for some 1 s j =Z m, y is eventually queried from Ij by M on x}. Hence, the above 
NTM accepts queryIDtableM. 
(2) The proof is similar to the above and is omitted. q 
Lemma 4.5. For all languages A, B and C, such that A dzc B, the following 
statements hold : 
(1) A is in NLgssT if B is in NL; 
(2) A is in AL&, if B is in AL. 
roof. We note that the OTMs constructed in Lemma 3.4 are all DQ-OTMs. 
Therefore, this lemma is immediate from Lemma 3.4. q 
We now show the main theorem in this section. In Theorem 4.6, (1) also appeared 
in [iOj and in [l&19]. 
Tbecrem 4.6. (1) DI, = NL ifl DLA = NL& for all oracles A. 
(2) DL = AL if DL4 = AL& for all oracles A. 
(3) NL = AL ifl NL& = AL& Jlbr all oracles A. 
roof. (1) It is rbv:ous that the right-hand side implies the left-hand side. 
only the inverse direction. Assume that DL = NL. Let 
, and let L be a lan 
A accepts an input x iff accepts x relative to 
and y is a word eventualty qwr 
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input x ifl begin&(x) is in queryIDtableM. This implies that L d zgqA queryIDtableM 
by using begin; as a reduction, since begin-h can be computed by a log space- 
bounded oracle transducer with oracle A (from Lemma 4.3). Since query1 
is in NL from Lemma 3.4( 1 ), q ueryIDtable, is in DL from the assumption DL = NL. 
Hence, L is in DL” from Lemma 4.5. Thus, the left-hand side implies the right-hand 
side. 
The proofs of (2) and (3) are quite similar and are omitted. Cl 
In Section 3, we established some positive relativizations fcr all tally oracles fo 
questions of the form C - D? with C one of DL, NL, or AL and D one of P or 
NP. A natural que &on is whether it is possible to use the Ruzzo, Simon, and Tompa 
restriction to obtain a similar result. For example, is it possible to show that NL = P 
iff NL&= PA for all oracles A? The next theorem, brought to our attention by the 
referee, indicates that this would be very difficult. 
Theorem 4.7. (1) For all cracks A, AL&,E PA. 
(2) There is a recursive orucle A such that AL&s PA. 
Proof. (1) Using the fact AL = P, we can prove this by a similar method to that of 
Theorem 4.6. We leave it to the reader. 
(2) Since for all oracles A, ALA RST~ PA from (l), we only construct sets A and 
B such that B is not in AL& and B is in PA. The construction of the sets A and 
B is based on a technique due to [ll]. 
We begir with some preliminary definitions. Let C be a finite set of words. Let 
M be a iog space-bounded DQ-AOTM, and let c(n) be a polynomial indicating an 
upper bound on the number of I% of M on inputs of length n. Let n > iz/ for all 
z in C and 2” > c(n). For inputs of length n, the number of begin-query IDS of M 
is bounded above by C(B). Hence, the number of words possibly queried by M is 
also bounded above by c(n). For a word y and the set C, define the sets C’[y] and 
C’[y] as follows: 
C’[y]=Cu{O”lw~~w]<]y~ and w is a prefix of y), 
C*[y] = C u {On1 w 1 w is a prefix of y}. 
For some word y of length n, one of the following holds: 
(I) M rejects 0” with oracle C’[y], or 
(2) M accepts 0” with oracle C2[y]. 
Assume (1) tails, i.e., for each y of length n, hi accepts 0” with 
orack C’[y]. Then, choose ay of length n such that there is an accepting computation 
tree of Ad on 0” relative to C’[y] in which the word 0”ly is not queried. This is 
possible because for input of length n, the number of strings that M can query is 
bounded above by c(n), an the number of words of length n is 2” > c(n). Obvi 
such an accepting cc--’ I..rUtation tree is also an accepting computation tree of 
0” relative to oracle set C’[y]. olds if (1) fails. 0 
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Using the fact we now give: the construction of A and B. Let M, , A-Y,, . . . be an 
efiective enumeration of the kg space-bounded DQ-AGTM3. Let g(n) be the fast 
growing function deffned by g(Oj = 1 and g(n -+ I) = 2g(n’. The construction of A 
and B proceeds in stages as follows. Stage s considers strings of length g(s) and 
the least uncancelled DQ-AOTM Mi. Stage s attempts to ensure that B is not 
accepted by Mi relative to A. 
Constructisn (of A and Initially, set both A and B to the empty set, and set i to 
1. In each stage s > 0, execute the following process. 
c + the number of IDS of Mi on input 0”; 
if 2”Sc 
then AtAu{O”llO’~O~j~ n}; 
do not increment i; 
else (diagonalization of Iclip cancelling Mi) 
if Mi with oracle A’[y] rejects 0” for some y of length n 
then choose y of length n such that &Zi with oracle 
A’[j] rejects 0”; 
BtBu{O”}; 
A + A’[y] 
else choose y of length n such that &fi with oracle 
A*[y] accepts 0”; 
A+ A’CYI; 
itii-1 
fi- --, 
proceed to the next stage. 
(End of the construction) 
a?6 fii;ct. rtir.w th%.e R ;c %3#-mw&Grl ‘L\i Ij ~nlirnnlr.i~l tipae_box3p_G;4 ;‘.clTift with 
v. w . ..“. .“.a-., **..a* Y 1” u”..“‘yc”~ “J u yy’J”” 1.1. U. YV LA._ ..___. 
oracle A. From the construction of A and B and the definitions of A’[y] and A’[y], 
it is easy to see that i14e following facts hold. 
(1) For any word 0”, 0” is in B ifI n = g(s) for some s > 0 and there is no y such 
that IyI = n and 0”ly is in A. 
(2) For each n > 0 and word y, if 0” ly is in A, then 0” 1 w is in A for each prefix 
w ofy. 
(3) For each n > 0 and word y and 7; if iyi = jz[, and both Only and S”lz :,te in 
S. Toda 
egin 
input 0”; 
if n = g(s) for some 5 > 0 
then y+O”l; 
for i+I to n 
do if y0 is in A then 
else if 
else 
JECT and HALT 
end. 
Verification of the correctness of the above DOTM is left to the reader. Finally, 
we show that B is not an element of AL&. Assume that a log space-bounded 
AOTM Mi accepts B with oracle A, and let && be subject to the diagonal process 
in stage s > 0. Let n = g(s). We note that the words added to the oracle A in stages 
later than s are never queried by Mi in stage s. Hence, Mi accepts 0” with oracle 
A iff Mi accepts 0” with oracle A,, where A, denotes the oracle set settled on in 
stage S. If 0” is in B, then from the construction, Mi rejects 0” with oracle A,, and 
Hence, Mi rejects 0” with oracle A. Conversely, if 0” is not in B, then Mi accepts 
0” with oracle A,, and hence, Mi accepts 0” with oracle A. This is a contradiction. 
Hence, log space-bounded AOTMs cannot accept B with oracle A. This completes 
the proof. q 
We know that NL&,- s PA for the oracle A constructed in Theorem 4.7. Therefore, 
it would be difficult to obtain a positive relativiation for the question NL = P? using 
the Ruzzo, Simon, Tompa restriction. 
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